Individual Emergency Packing List
Prioritize what you will need or not need

Enclosed is an emergency partial packing list that I follow. I would immediately fill parts, or all of
this. Tweak as your needs dictate. This list may be of some benefit. A few good places to obtain
quality gear are: Army Surplus, Re-Sale shops and to some degree Pawn Shops. Having said
that, the best place is www.governmentliquidation.com . I can assist you here!
1) Backpack: I would recommend a large MOLLIE system. With this you can add or
delete unwanted gear. I would go with Blackhawk or Eagle Industries out of Fenton, Mo
2) Canteen or Camelback-Thermos (keep filled with water) Water purification tablets.
3) Strike master/Blast match/Zippo lighter/ Butane/ Matches with fluid/ flints.
4) Hiking Boots- Military style boots-quality socks.
5) Leatherman/Gerber tool- Military style defense knife.
6) 50ft of Para Cord (550 cord)
7) Food: MRE’s –freeze dried- Mountain House ,Wise Food, Alpine and Backpackers all
can be obtained from Bass Pro, Cabella’s, or Wal-mart (30 days worth minimum)
8) Small bottles of: Iodine, Alcohol, Hydrogen Peroxide and, Beta dine. USE PLASTIC
BOTTLES!
9) Emergency storm proof whistle
10) You may want to consider purchasing a GPS tracking device. Turn them on and place it
in a vehicle/Backpack and forget them.( Bass Pro and Cabella’s has them)
11) Light sticks or ChemLights
12) Heavy duty flashlight/small one also, one that may be hand cranked if possible.
13) Shortwave Radio (receiver only) HAND CRANKED!! (Scanner?) You may want to know
what is going on.
14) I would install a 2mm Shortwave transmission radio; Similar to what’s in Police Cars.
You can install one; that is set it up, and then remove it! When needed, all you would
need to do is re-install takes about 10 minutes. I would suggest a 2m: Icom 2300H,
V8000, 2m Yaesu-FT 2900R, TM 281A Kenwood. With this in place, you can talk in
case of an emergency up to 100 miles away (with the use of a repeater), if the
telephone system should fail! I would help you in the installation. www.aesham.com
800-558-0411. Also, you will need a hand held communications. With the proper
attachments any hand held radio can be connected to the same antenna that a base
unit is. For single 2m band hand held radios, you may want to consider: Icom IC-T70A,
IC-92AD, D-Star Ready Duel Band GPS Ht ID-51A & ID-31A D-Star 440 MHz. Kenwood
TH-D72A, TH-F6A and TH-K20A.Yaesu FT-250R, FT-270R, FT-60R, VX-6R, VX-8DR,
VX-3R, VX-7RB and VX-8GR. For world wide communication (High Frequency) Icom
IC-7410, IC-7600, IC-7700 or IC-7800 and IC-7000 (Mobile includes 2M). Kenwood TS480HX, TS-2000, TS-590S, TS-990S and TM-D71GA (Mobile include 2m). Yaesu FT450D,FT-950,FT-2000/2000D, TFDX 5000,5000D,5000MP,9000D-MP,FTDX 3000D,
FT-817ND is small & fits in a Backpack, FT-857D and FT-897D are both backpack
designed!
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And alternative to the two (2) meter band are the MARINE BAND FREQUENCIES.
These frequencies are less used. They are however, illegal to use on land and do
not have the range of the two (2) meter bands! I keep as many portable radios on
hand as possible.
(*New Listing)
15) A mechanically wound or automatic watch. www.shopbc.com,
www.worldofwatches.com, www.21jewel.com. Once at 21 jewel type in Seiko Military
Watch, click the drop down box. (*New Listing)
16) Construction Grade trash bag. These can be used for a Sleeping Bag, poncho or Tent,
or for the real thing obtain the layered sleeping system.
17) Bandages, Aleve, Tylenol, Anacin, Anti Diarrheal, Benadryl, Etc… A self use CAT
Tourniquet (H bandage), Trauma pack with Quick clot –Prescription Meds as needed:
Antibiotics, Antibiotics, Antibiotics, Antibiotics, Maxi-Pads for bandages, wet wipes for
sanitation, alcohol swabs, tooth brush, comb.
18) Good pair of gloves, and a hat: winter/ summer. Also, gloves for use with weapon. Try
Mechanix Gloves 800-222-4296 Shop for Military grade gloves! (*New Listing)
19) Rip-Stop type pair of pants-keep a pair of civilian clothes on hand.
20) Small hatchet/saw (bass Pro or Cabella’s)
21) All weather blanket/ Emergency blanket-similar to our yellow ones!!!! (Hint Hint to be
used with construction bag!!!!)
22) Flares for fire starting if needed/ signal flare (Wal-Mart)
23) Noted vehicle stuff (always keep fuel tank full!) Vehicle must be kept in good working
condition. Road maps as needed
24) Binoculars should be water proof ETC…
25) Protective mask (Iosat Tablets for Radiation Poisoning) www.Beprepared.com
(Check web for best price). I cannot over emphasis a protective mask. I would
give serious consideration to a U.S. military M40, German military (Flagger?)
these are two of the best in the world. Other include an MSA type. Insure that you
have a drinking tube attachment! (*New Listing)
26) Scissors/needle & thread-Fishing line W/hooks- If possible purchase a small kid type
fishing pole.
27) Water purifier- such as Katadyn Hiker Pro, Platyus, MSR MiniWorks and Gobie H20
ETC.
Also, Chlorination Tablets, MSR AquaTabs are a good choice. Klean Kanteen. Wal Mart
has tabs also. Berkey water purification system. www.berkeywater.com 888-803-4438,
Osprey www.ospreypacks.com 866-284-7830, Lexington 2/1/2, 5 gallon cans (IE:
Military Grade) www.lexingtoncontainercompany.com 859-881-3191 (*New Listing)
28) ASAP Silver Solution or Colloidal Silver both are the same just different names.
www.BePrepared.com. (*New Listing)
29) If possible, I would immediately purchase a Non Electrical Ignition Vehicle (IE: Pickup
4x4 No computer or electronic ignition) One with a distributor and Plugs. If at all
possible I would go for Diesel engine with four wheel drive.
30) Passport- Credit Card if available and Phone Card.
31) The BEST WEAPON IS: (1) One that function properly (2) One that you will train with
(3) One that you will use!!! Having said that, I would consider this; if I could only have
one (1) caliber it would be a 22 LR, if I could have one additional weapon it would be a
Remington 870 12 Ga. pump or Mossberg! Secondly, I would stay with common
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calibers such as 22 LR-223-7.62.39-308-30.30-3006-270-300 Wm; pistol: 22 LR-38038-9 mm-357-40 cal 41 & 44 Mag and 45 shotgun: 12 Ga.
32) Net Work- Net Work- Net Work- Net Work!!!!!!!!!!!
33) Duct Tape
34) Anti-Diarrhea Meds
35) Upset Stomach Meds
36) Burn Gel
37) Providone-Iodine
38) Eye wash & Meds
39) Cold relief meds
40) Baby Lotion
41) Medical Gloves (All sizes)
42) Elastic Wraps
43) Tourniquet ( www.NARescue.com) (www.PhilDurango.com) Tourni-KWIK 4 & 4L and
SOF Tactical Tourniquet 2nd Generation, Tac Med Tourniquet 3rd Generation, HyFIN
Chest Seal Twin Pack-Eagle IFAC w/Combat Gauze, Dark Angel Medical-Gen 2 Direct
Action Response Kit (Dark CIV/LE), Tactical Medical Solution-Drop Leg Pouch
Advances Kit, Falcon Operations Group-Ventilated Operator Kit, IPOK C.A.T combat
application tourniquet Generation 6 (*New Listing)
44) If possible, A well trained Dog is advisable. A Harness to carry equipment is good!
Remember, if you have a Dog, you must also have meds & food. Places to obtain
supplies: ActiveDog.com, Mayday industries, CQB K9 Top Paw, Survival Straps,
ThunderWorks and 21st Century Pet Health. (*New Listing)
45) Advil
46) Alcohol
47) Hydrogen Peroxide
48) Medicated Body Power
49) Anti-Poisons (Charcoal)
50) Meds & lots of them. (Whatever you see on a shelf, you need!!!) For adult dosages,
obtain maximum strength for severe pain, such as gunshot wounds! Also, keep
UPDATED 
51) Tylenol (Max Strength)
52) Ibuprofen
53) Anacin (Max Strength)
54) Aleve (Max Strength)
55) Childrens' aspirin
56) Bayer Aspirin
57) Ivey/Oak/Sumac
58) Iodine anti-septic
59) Bandages of all sizes
60) Real Cotton balls
61) Kotex/Panty Shields-Tampax great to plug bullet holes (Unscented)
62) Tooth ache meds/Cap glue
63) Nail Clippers/Tweezers/Scissors ETC
64) MULTI VITAMIN
65) Denture Cream
66) Hemorrhoid Cream/pills Etc
67) Petroleum Jelly
68) Baking Soda
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69) Q-Tips
70) Razors
71) Vicks vapor rub
72) Hand wipes
73) Hand Sanitizer
74) Anti-fungal meds
75) Ring worm meds
76) Ear ache meds
77) Lice meds
78) Chest cold Meds
79) Refill as many prescription as possible
80) Panasonic (Toughbook or Durabook computer)
81) Rip Stop style clothing. This is not a brand name, only clothing description
82) Thermos/Canteen/Camelback
83) Head gear winter/Summer
84) Plenty of heavy socks (Military/Hunter type)
85) Belt (One with attached repelling carabiner-Military type- no sissy crap)
86) Weapon -I would stay with traditional calibers, such as:
87) Machete & Saw
88) Small hatchet
89) Military hunting knife/Pocket Knife
90) Paper/pencils ETC
91) Zippo Lighter/w-flints-and fluid
92) Need Eye glasses/sun
93) Dictionary
94) SHOP AT A FARM SUPPLY CENTER FOR VETERIAN MEDS-HUMANS CAN USE
THEM WITH PROPER TRAINING. YOU NEED NO PERSCRIPTION TO PURCHASE
THEM.
95) Military style boots-(forget the sissy crap)
96) Air soft\BBG guns for initial training
97) Leatherman/Gerber Tool
98) Binoculars (Water Proof) Also, rifle copes as needed
100) Thermo underwear (The type that takes away sweat)
101) Military style compass. Such as M-9 wrist compass, Tritium Lenstatic Compass from
Cammenga and Suunto. (*New Listing)
102) plotting Scopes (IE: Range/Markers/Estimator’s)
103) Lanterns (Fuel type only)
104) Cooking stove (Wood is best) camping stove if nothing else.
105) Matches-Blast match-magnesium fire starter/strike master
106) Military grade sleeping system
107) Military grade backpack
108) Folding shovel
109) Tent (Cabalas/Bass Pro shop)
110) Phone Card
111) Headlamp
112) Computer: I would suggest a Panasonic TOUGHBOOK OR GAMMABOOK. The
toughest Computer in the world is a “GETAC”. Search the web for the best prices. These
computers are up to date with all features. You may even purchase a RE-Furbished one at half
the cost.
(*New Listing)
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113) Working gloves (Black) No girly crap
114) Tooth brush/Okay, floss if you want
115) Flash light/large & small water proof
116) Taser if you can get one
117) Crossbow. No specific weight is needed. A Seventy 70lb Bow, can kill anything on two
(2) or four (4) legs. (IE: *New Listing) An extremely effective weapon)
118) Use none electrical tools when possible
119) Power tool till they become of no use
120) Insulated underwear. Such as, EWWCS, Beyond PCU, Polartec and Primalof (*New
Listing)
121) Water proof bags
122) Sleeping mats
123) Keep Gore-Tex in mind when buying
124) Deck of cards
125) Storm proof whistle
126) Buffing Aspirin (Max Strength)
127) Solar Batteries & Charger (Lots)-RE- Chargeable ones also
128) Petroleum products
129) Chain saw-shovels-Rakes-water hoses-Ax ETC
130) Light bulbs-GARDENING-PLANTING-SEEDS
131) Vinegar
132) Overshoes
133) Cold Weather food gear
134) PASSPORT
135) Electrical Wire-ETC
136) Water Barrels
137) Screens
138) Rope all sizes. Sterling marathon, HTP Static, Dyneema Ultraline and PMI Industries
are good Choices. Perhaps even a Harness; PMI Industries, New England Ropes and
METOLIUS. (*New Listing)
139) Pulley systems
140) Carabineers-Petzl, PMI, Yates Tactical, DMM Tactical are good choices. (*New
Listing)
141) Seat belt cutter
142) Helmet/Kevlar
143) Ear plugs EP4 Sonic Defender Plus and EP3 Sonic Defender
144) Shaving equipment
145) Vaseline jelly
146) Gauze-Kotex UN-scented
146) Fishing line\Hooks
147) Needles & Thread
148) Canvas/Tarps
149) Aluminum/Tin Foil-Baggies
150) Ruler
151) Magnify glass
152) Electrical cords as needed
153) Snake bit kit
154) Benadryl (Lots)
155) Flash Drives
156) Camera (s)
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157) Recorders
158) Fan/AC HA HA HA HA
159) DVDs /TVHA HA HA
160) Bullet Resistant vest-Carrying vest for equipment/with Kevlar inserts plates if
available
161) Freezer Bags
162) Flares
163) Traffic Cones
164) Tow Chains/Strap
165) GPS if available GPS are good! However, you must train with them, otherwise, they
are space
fillers in your pack. Also, keep them up dated.
166) All Types of Maps. USA, Missouri ETC.
167) Paracord Wrist Survival Bracelets. (IE: Ensure you purchase MILITARY
GRADE;*New Listing)
168) Solar battery Chargers W/RE-Chargeable batteries 
169) Rally Point
170) Code word list
180) Datrex Food Bars/Mainstay Food Bars/SOS Food Bars. www.Beprepared.com
181) Quick Clot & similar wound treating systems. (IE: Massive bleeding Wounds) Bolin
Chest Seal, Wound Seal Kit, H-bandage, Combat Gauze Trauma Pad, Quickclot Combat
Gauze, and Silverlon Island wound dressing, “The emergency Bandage” and Ready-Heat.
Medical Scissors, Blast Bandages, Celox Rapid-Hemostatic gauze www.biostatllc.com 407252-6758 (*New Listing)
182) Cold Pack
183) Solar Charging panels for whatever. Avery good one is (GoalZero). However,
Bushnell and Brunton also has them. (*New Listing)
184) YETI Cooler, American Made
185) LuminAid Solar Light (*New Listing)
186) Learn Knot tying
187) Halo Chest Seal (*New Listing)
188) Exercise Exercise Exercise, Get a complete Physical while you can & Correct
dental issues. (*New Listing)
189) Oral Thermometer & Tweezers
190) Siphon system
191) A Very ROBEST SLING SHOT! Such as Survival Sling Shot-Archer with Tactical Light
a truly effective weapon. Visit www.montiegear.com 800-722-7987(*New Listing)
192) A Bullet Net to catch expended rounds from your weapon!
193) Signal Mirror
194) Minni Wrist lights. They attached to your wrist. Surefire 2211, Coleman Mini Led,
Mechanix Wear and Specialized tactical systems
195) Tarps. www.Tarpaflex.com 239-643-0877www.tarpfactoryoutlet.com 800-629-3325
www.tarpssplus.com 800-838-3057
196) A new item has recently come onto the market: “MEAT SAVE” 872-228-9453
197) Exotac Nanostriker www.exotac.com 888-568-9347
198) Planting Seeds: www.jungseeds.com 800-247-5864 is a good place to start, there are
many Other sites to visit. At some point in time, you will need to Re-grow you stuff! (*New
Listing)
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199) King James Bible. This is the most Destructive Defense weapon in the world!
200) Generator. I would want a Multi-fuel generator. There are numerous models to choose
from. Lowe’s and home depot have several to choose from. Type in Propane generator and
many will be displayed. Most of these can run off of, Regular gas, Propane and Kerosene
I cannot over emphasize, Food, Medical, Common skill, Physical and Mental preparation. I
would give strong consideration to MREs-Mountain House-Wise-Alpine and Backpacker food
storage system. Type in food storage-emergency food etc. and several will come up on your
search engine. Bear in mind need household necessities! Every day tools, yard equipment,
ETC. Wheat, Corn, Rice, Bean and Oats are considered long term storage food. You can use a
Food Vacuum or go on line or Library and learn about food storage.
This list is only to get you started! You will need 18 to 2 thousand calories a day to act half alive.
This is a brief list that each person/home MUST HAVE to survive. Secondly, as a rule, you
should carry a 30 day pack in your vehicle at all times! One never knows where or when their
vehicle will break down. I would consider keeping my fuel tank full at all times, along with Duck
tape, spare tire-jack & lug wrench-a few gallons of water, Qt Oil and perhaps adding a spare fuel
tank or a small portable fuel tank filled with fuel.
While in Africa I learned of an old saying. I’m sure you have heard such phrases before.
A man came upon a path; it leads to a road which divided into a “Y”. To the right side of the
road, a Sign read FREEDOM. The grass was very tall and the road appeared not to be travelled
much!
To the left of the road, a Sign read GOAT MEAT. The grass was very short and it appeared to be
travelled very much!
Time is short. Separate your needs from your Wants. It doesn’t matter how you feel, look
around and open your eyes!
When fall approaches you can tell by the changing vegetation. When Halloween is near,
pumpkin and costumes are on display and so forth. When Thanksgiving is near you will see
Turkeys and Pilgrims representation and so forth. When Christmas is approaching you see
Christmas Trees displayed and lighting for trees and home decoration; yet, American cannot
see rapid changes to our country
Most of this equipment may be kept out of sight in the trunk of your vehicle and will fit into a
backpack if large enough. You may want to consider a large size pack. This sounds like a lot.
However, it’s not. This will help you overcome any emergency! I drive great distances; one
never knows when an emergency along the way will occur. Again, I hope this has been helpful.
You may want to add to your own list. Lastly, in most third (3rd) world countries, people ride a
bike with attached wagon to haul their stuff. It’s far easier to pull rather than carry!! Something to
consider.
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On a personal note; I believe that Americans are in for truly horrific events that will last
approximately up to Fifty (50) years! This is not going to be a SPRINT! It, is going to be a
Marathon 
America is being under minded by our Elected and protected Bureaucratic GLOBAL ELITE
under civil service laws whom feel that they have been chosen to lead the rest of us to their
version of the promise land. I’ve often considered how many Judas Goats we have elected
each and every year! If, I’ve learned one thing, it is this, until, we amputate both the Democratic
and Republicans (IE: I refer to them as (Replocrats) from office, we will continue down the same
path! What event (s) must the Almighty God send to us, which will cause us to repent of our sins
and to follow his divine will to heal our Nation? Each and every year we return back to the puke
that we have just ejected from our bodies! Is this what a rational Man does? The definition of
insanity is repeating the exact same steps expecting different results!
Consider: Humans have a Dominate and weak side of the body. One arm is stronger than the
other. Yet, they are both attached to the Torso; both can swing in different directions, yet, they
cannot leave the Torso, they are permanently attached to the same body. A cross has two (2)
arms attached to a single base. The arms are of different sizes. Yet, they are still attached to the
same base! A vehicle has four (4) wheels. They rotate in the same direction. Yet, they wear out
differently. However, they are attached to the same vehicle frame!

This is our POLITICAL SYSTEM! Both political parties claim to be different. However, both end
up at the invariable location with the identical results. At the founding of our nation, there were
no Primaries, you did not have to belong to a specific Political Party to be elected.
During the election of 2008 and 2010 I heard many Americans say, we must vote for this
candidate or that candidate “WE NEED TIME TO GET BETTER ORGINAZTIONED OF FIND A
BETTER CANADIATE in 2014 and 2016” well what have I done since then?

Answer: Not a thing: 
If I were to realize, that if every CHURCH member and American citizen were to take a
pin/pencil into the voting booth and wright in an agreed upon candidate name I could change
the course of American political history!
I wonder if Americans know that Cursive writing is no long taught in American school. Why,
because all of America’s founding document are written in CURSIVE style; in twenty years,
future Americans will not be able to read our Birth certificate. The United States Constitution; the
Bill of Rights and Declaration of Independence!
“Road

Signs and Harbingers”

A road sign warns us of danger ahead. If we pay attention to the sign our trip may be pleasant,
if not, heartache. Harbinger, are fractures in a countries system and cultural. All cultures
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compete for dominance. The country that ignores these harbingers is doomed! Look into your
child’s and grandchildren eyes, what do you see?
If one is objective in their thinking; One cannot miss the unfolding events that are now occurring
at lightning speed which are overwhelming our Nation; High crime-Open Sodomy; Sodomites
are now becoming fashionable and accepted as the Norm, Mostly by Caucasian Females,
which may now adopt children at will-Females Abort infant babies at will, with no impute from
the Father. Draught which is affecting our Nation food supply-Adverse weather patterns-Political
Corruption-Women changing their roles (IE: Role Reversal between Women and Men/Cultural is
pitted against cultural. Under Diversity all cultural are equal. However, one cultural will dominate
the other. Diversity is nothing more than legal discrimination against another culture) Radical
and corrupt judges changing our basic foundation (IE: Constitution) at the bequest of Sodomites
and corrupt Politicians. Illegal Alien are afforded more benefits than legal Americans. While
Americans are told to be compensate and do the right thing and accept Illegal’s Our
elected Officials come each and every year with the identical promises to eject Illegal’s from our
country, yet, the do not! If fact, they are impotent. Instead they are planning on giving amnesty
to each illegal Alien thus boasting more Global Socialist Elites votes for themselves.
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in conjunction with other Federal agencies, and State
and local Police and Sheriff Department are transferring the Boy Scouts of America into AntiTerrorist fighting units. Who are the Terrorist? Veterans-local Police Officer‘s, Sheriffs deputies!
Volunteers/Recruits are mostly from large inner cities!
Consideration should be given to communications! Specifically Cell Phones. Military grade cell
phones are now available to the public. Examples;
Military standard Android Phones: “Rhino” 3.5 screen/4.5, FortisX 3.5 screen, Discovery V5 3.5
screen, “Mann” phone 4.5 screen the most rugged cell phone in the world!; “Caterpillar” Cat
B10IP67
The second communication phone that one may want to consider is a Satellite phone. “Satellite
phones, do not rely on Cell Phone Towers” and they work 99% all the time no matter the
environment or terrain! Models to consider are;
“Spot” others include, Iridium, Inmarsat IsatPhone, Globalstar and Thurayer SatSleeve.
The initial expenditure is to say the least pricey. However, after the preliminary purchase, they
are no more overpriced than a regular service plan. The providers’ have the exact same plan
that most people enjoy daily. The Contract most often required is a one (1) year contract, with as
low a cost as $60 to $1.800.00 per month for the first year, after that, you can have what you
want. Also, one may rent them for a much reduce cost. Secondly, I would look for RE-Furbished
satellite Phones, they have the same warranty and are half the price. I have used them from
North Africa to Paraguay to Vietnam to Afghanistan to Iraq to Nicaragua to Pakistan to Sri
Lanka to Uzbekistan, They are well worth cost when one need to communicate 
NSA and other agencies are monitoring every American. Traffic light cameras are posted
everywhere! Our emails, Mailed Post-written mail, Cell phones, twitter and Facebook are
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constantly being monitored. Just to name a few decorators; Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin,
Vladimir Linin, Mao Zedong-Mao Tse-Tung of China, Cambodia’s Pol Pot of the Khmer Rouge,
Nicolae Ceausescu of Romania, Caesar of by gone Roma and others would be in seventh (7th)
heaven to have what the Central government authorties have taken from the American people
without even a whimper!
American’s have an UN-Documented President, that refuse to proven his citizenship! Why? We
have a Republican controlled House of Representatives, and at one time, the republicans
controlled both sides of the Congress. However, they refused to force this illegal and UNDocumented Kenyan to prove his citizen ship why? Illegal Mexican’s from Mexico can legally
register vehicles in any state, Why? And obtain driver’s license, why? As well as own property,
how can this be?
We are told that the U.S unemployment rate is approximately eight (8) to nine (9) percent and
that we must allow in highly educated students to perform jobs from other countries, that
American’s cannot do. Why? There are millions of unemployed Americans. Yet, illegals are
allowed into our country, Why? Further, we are told since about the late 1980’s and early 1990s
that there are only eleven (11) million illegal Mexicans in America! Don’t they have sex? Illegals
are thieves and burglars “Period”!
In 2005 the border protection fence was passed along the U.S and Mexico border by the U.S.
Congress and signed by then President Bush. However, it has never been enforced, Why?
President are to enforce the laws of the land, yet, ours do not, Why?
In 2012 both house of the U.S Congress passed and then signed by the UN-Documented
Kenyan into law. The 2012 Defense Authorization Act. This act gives the Central government
authority to:
1. Arrest American’s without a warrant or charges being filed
2. Indefinitely held without being charged with a crime, (Indefinite Detention)
3. No right to an attorney
4. No Visitors, not even family members for life
5. No Notification to family members or Attorney
6. No form of correspondence of any type
7. No media
8. All personal, and private property seized and sold. All profits go to the Central
government
9. To monitor all telephone calls and radio television broadcast
You are gone for life, never to return, Why? All republican’s with the exception of two (2) one
obtained and the other was not present. All Republican’s voted for the act twice (2) and all
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Democrats’ followed in suite! Soon very soon, you will notice the person next to you absent!
People will soon start to disappear in America, remember “Main Core”
In 2013 the Affordable Health Care Act (IE: ObamaCare) was passed by the U.S. Congress (IE:
Republicans) Some Republicans waited till the last minute to cast their vote to see if the
Affordable Health Care Act was going to pass, at this time some voted no! Within the act, it was
stipulated that this measure could not be undone by future American’s! That is, the Affordable
Health Care Act cannot be undone away with by anyone! Why? How can a law be passed that
cannot be undone? Not even a Constitutional Amendment can change it. How can this be?
In the state of Missouri Illegals can now attend college without paying outstate Tuition. Yet, an
American from another district or state must pay out of residency tuition, Why?
Justice Antonin Scalia of the United States Supreme Court stated before a packed college law
student body at Hawaii state University on February 4th, 2014. A question was ask by a student
if ever internment camps could ever reappear in America?
“Well of course Korematsu was wrong. And I think we have repudiated in a later case. But you
are kidding yourself if you think the same thing will not happen again…It was wrong, but I would
not be surprised to see it happen again, in the time of war” Study the “MAIN CORE POLICY”
Drones are now flown all across America, Why?
Distractors. American are mesmerize by distractors such as professional sports. That said,
consider the following survey. On the recent 2014 Super Bowl game:
1. Surveys indicate the average family pay’s $250.00 per ticket to see grown men play a
child’s game during the regular season. Times four (4) members, what a cost.
2. In a championship game the cost rises from $ 1,000.00 to $ 5.000.00 per ticket, per
member.
3. The super Bowl can cost up to $10.000.00 are more per ticket, per member
Surveys continue. Twenty four (24) hours later, Sixty Percent (60%) of football fans cannot for
sure state what the score was! Two (2) weeks later some Eighty Percent (80%) of Football fans
cannot for certainly state who the teams were that played! Visa, Master card and so forth
indicate that:
“This was the most expensive super Bowl game in American history…Many
American’s were given over to bankruptcy…credit card were maximized to their limit”
Baseball and other professional sports are of no exception. While America is crumbling, grown
men are playing children’s games! Sports professional are worth millions of dollars. Each and
every time a Jersey is sold to a sports fan, the player collect ten (10) percent of the receipts,
while the owner collects approximately seventy (70) percent of the receipts. Have you ever
noticed that as soon as one sports season ends, another one takes its place. We are to be
entertained! And the band played on. The Captain of the Titanic ordered the ships band to
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continue playing while the ship was sinking. A phrase echoed from the Titanic a she slipped into
the deep icy cold water of the North Atlantic Ocean.

(I will update this list overtime)
Ist-Man
Constitutional-ist, Real-ist, Truth-ist, American-ist, Patriot-ist, loyal-ist, Survival-ist,
Dontgiveashit-ist,Conservative-ist Etc!
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